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The transition temperature of NbSe, as a function of the concentration of such par&~+gnetic
impurities as Fe, Ni, and Co shows a very strong anomaly close to the critical concentration which

destroys superconductivity. The strength of the effect in NbSe, is believed to be caused both by the
weak depairing of the impurities and by their nonstatistical distribution resulting from the layered
structure.

An anomalous dependence of the superconducting
transition temperature on paramagnetic impurities
has been observed in La~ „Gd„' and in Las „Gdgn~
and was explained in terms of magnetic ordering
by Bennemann. In the case of La&„„ad„, the ef-
fect was somewhat obscured by the fact that two
crystalline modifications (hcp and fcc) usually co-
exist in La. On the other hand, the basis for mag-
netic ordering was well established in these alloys
by the fa,ct that while superconductivity disappears
at a concentration of about l-at. % Gd, the alloys
become ferromagnetic above 1 'K at a concentra-
tion of 2. 5-at. % Gd. In the case of Lae „Gdgn, ~

the compound Larkin is cubic but there is no study
showing long-range magnetic order in the more
concentrated alloys.

A recent structural study' of M~Sea (x = ~ - 2),
where M is one of the transition metals (Ti, V, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, ¹),showed that all these metals but
Ti enter the octahedral holes between the prismat-
ic Se layers. The maximum concentration as es-
tablished from the change in lattice parameter is
between x= & and x= &. The magnetic properties
of these intercalated compounds showed that all the
transition-metal atoms which enter the lattice ex-
cept Co had a localized magnetic moment and one
of the compounds (Feo pgNbSep) showed antiferro-
magnetic ordering at 120 'K. Consequently, these
alloys are ideally suited for a study with a dilute
concentration of impurities.

All the samples of M„Nbses (where M is Fe, ¹i,
Co, Zn, or Al) were prepared separately from the
elements by reacting at 800'C for 48 h pressed
peQets of the appropriate mixtures in sealed evac-
uated quartz tubes. ' At the conclusion of the heat-
ing cycle the quartz tubes were examined visually
and showed no sign of free selenium on the sides
of the tube. This indicates that the reaction in the
tube was complete yielding materials in good
agreement with the desired stoichiometry. AQ of
the materials were examined using a Norelco x-ray
diff ractometer with Cuba. radiation. All samples
were found to be single phase with the desired 2H-

NbSea structure. Unit-cell parameters which obey
Vegard's law (Table I) were found to be consistent
with the previously reported lattice-parameter
study. Certain compositions were obtained in the
single-crystal form using vapor transport in a
closed tube with iodine as the carrier. The tran-
sition temperatures of the samples were obtained
by susceptibility measurements using a sensitive
ac bridge with two balanced coils. The bridge was
operated at 10000 Hz with 4 V which corresponds
to a modulating field of 6 G.

On the basis of the layered structure of this com-
pound, one expects a nonrandom nonstatistical (in
the sense that the different atomic environments in
the Se and Nb layers preclude the random statisti-
cal distribution of a normal substitutional or inter-
stitial alloy) distribution of impurities. This sim-
ply results from the fact that when a certain num-
ber of impurities are intercalated in a certain lay-
er, the lattice parameter is locally affected' and
consequently, subsequent impurities will be located
in the same layer rather than in a new one. This
will lead, as we shall see, to the broadening and
scatter of any property measured as a function of
impurity concentration. The determination of the
transition temperature is further complicated by
the fact that even in the pure compounds, it is
strongly affected by nonstoichiometrya: A 0.88-at.%
deficiency in Se decreases the transition tempera-
ture of 2K-NbSea from 7 to 6.1'K. The transition
temperature (T,o) of the present 2H-Nbse~ samples
as defined by the onset of the superconducting sig-
nal was 7 'K; as shown in Fig. 1, the transition ex-
tends over 0.65 'K down to 6.35 'K, at which point
the sample was fully suyerconducting. The transi-
tion temperatures of the alloys (T,) were even
broader most probably as a result of combining the
nonstoichiometry with the nonstatistical distribution
of the impuxities. The transition widths in Al and
Zn alloys ranged from 0.5 to 1 'K; the same was
usually true for the Fe, ¹,and Co alloys except
in the vicinity of the anomaly where transitions as
wide as 2 'K were observed. Typical transition
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FIG. 1. Typical transition curves (susceptibility vs
temperature) for various Co„NbSe2 alloys; the transition
for pure NbSe2 is shown as x=0. T~ is defined as the on-
set of superconductivity, T~s is the temperature where
the sample is fully superconducting and the width of tran-
sition is 6T= T~- Tzs.

curves are shown in Fig. 1 for a dilute Co alloy
(x =0.015) and for a Co alloy in the anomalous con-
centration range (x=0.07). The same curves were
observed for Ni and Fe alloys in the dilute and

anomalous concentration regions. The transition
temperatures reported in the figures of the present
study are defined by the onset of superconductivity
(T, in Fig. 1); as it is impossible to separate the
effect of nonstoichiometry from the nonstatistical
distribution of impurities, this criterion was cho-
sen in order to compare the T, of alloys with the
literature value' of 7 'K for the T«of NbSe~. As
we shall show later, regardless of the scatter and
the width of the transitions, the anomaly is large
enough that its presence does not depend on the
criterion chosen for T,.

The transition temperatures for the alloys inves-
tigated are shown as a function of impurity concen-
tration in Fig. 2. First of all, it is clear that in
the case of Al which is an s-P band metal and of
Zn which has a full d band and where therefore, no
local moment is expected in both cases, T, can be
seen to be a monotonically decreasing function of
impurity concentration. In the dilute range
(x (0.07) the decrease is linear in both cases and
the slope dT, /dc (where c is the impurity concen-
tration in at.%) is equal to 1.3 K/at. % which is typ-
ical for a nonlocalized nonmagnetic impurity.
Above x = 0.07, T, falls more rapidly in the case of
Al; although this effect is not clearly understood
it may be caused by a nonstatistical distribution
becoming more severe close to the concentration
where superconductivity vanishes or perhaps by the
greater valency of Al. Furthermore, while tran-
sition-metal atoms occupy octahedral holes, ' it
was shown that Al and Cu atoms occupy tetrahe-
dral holes (the same most probably applies to Zn).

TABLE I. Unit-cell parameters of materials in the system M„NbSe2 where M= Fe, Ni, Co,
Zn, Al.

M NbSe2

M=Fe

M=Ni

M= Co

@=0.005
0, 0075
0.Ol
0.0125

x = 0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07

+=0.01
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
O. 09

3 ~ 44 (4)
3.44(4)
3 44 (4)
3.44(5)

3.44(4)
3.44(s)
3.44(S)
3.44(s)
3.44(S)
3.44(6)
3.44(7)

3.44(4)
3.44(5)
3.44(S)
3.44(S)
3.44(6)
3.44(6)
3.44(6)
3.44(6)

12.55 (2)
12.ss(4)
12.55 (6)
12.55 (6)

12.54(8)
12.S4(2)
12.S3(8)
12.53(2)
12.s2(s)
12.52(0)
12.51(2)

12.S4(7)
12 ' 53(1)
12.52(2)
12 F 51(7)
12.51(0)
12.50(3)
12.49(8)
12.49(0)

M„NbSe2

M=Al

M= Zn

x= 0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10

x=0.01
0.05
0.07
0.09

3.44(7)
3.44(9)
3.4S(1)
3.45 (2)

3.44(4)
3 ~ 44 (6)
3.44(7)
3.44(7)

12.55(8)
12.56(3)
12.56(7)
12.S7(3)

12.55(6)
12.58(8)
12.59 (3)
12.60(1)
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the transition temperature T,
on the number x of impurity moles M where M = Fe, Ni,
Co, Al, or Zn. The data points at 1'K with the down-
ward arrows indicate samples still normal at 1'K which
is the lowest temperature of measurement.

This difference should not in principle greatly af-
fect T,.

The data for Fe, Ni, and Co alloys shown in Fig.
2 reveal a striking anomaly: Close to the concen-
tration where T, vanishes, T, can be seen to in-
crease with impurity concentration, pass through
a maximum, and decrease again. In the case of
Co, the anomaly is quite striking in the sense that
T, is below 1 'K (lowest attainable temperature) at
x=0.06 before dropping again below 1'K at x=0.09.
The dilute portion of the data can again be approxi-
mated by a straight line with a slope of dT, /dc of
3'K/at. %%uo forC oan dN i and11'K/at. % forFe.
These values compare quite well with rare-earth
local-moment systems with T, anomalies: dT, /dc
was 3 'K/at. % for Gd in L~In and 5 'K/at. % for
Gd in La. On the other hand, the effect of Fe in
the chalcogenide is much weaker than in other sys-
tems: For Fe, dT, /dc=50 200'K/at. % i-n transi-
tion-metal alloys and compounds. ' ' ' The weaker
depairing effect of Fe in NbSe~ may result from the
fact that the Nb layers which are primarily respon-
sible for superconductivity are somewhat shielded
from the impurities by the Se layers. This weaker
depairing is what enable$ us to observe the anom-
aly.

The anomaly which occurs at x =0.01 for
Fe+bSez is firmly established in two ways. First,
the dilute portion of the curve (x&0.01) shows little
scatter; second, the two very close data points
shown at x= 0. 01125 in Fig. 2 are the result of
two separate experiments starting from freshly
weighted powders. The reproducibility in the peak
region is therefore convincing evidence for the va-
lidity of the anomaly. The greater width of the
superconducting transition in the vicinity of the
anomaly mentioned above is quite understandable
from the narrow concentration width of this anom-

aly. Indeed, the peak only extends from x = 0.01
to x = 0.0125 and even ignoring stoichiometry and
distribution problems, it is very difficult because
of the small amounts of impurity involved to guar-
antee the concentration to such an accuracy. As a
matter of fact, the accuracy in concentration is
about x=+0.005 thus explaining why at x=0.01, T,
can be either 3.5 or 4. 2 'K. Single crystals of
FeP1bSe~ were measured resistively but as it was
not possible to assert the Fe concentration because
of the transport reaction, the data are not included
in Fig. 2. The resistive measurements agreed with
the susceptibility measurements to the extent that
a nominal Feo.o»NbSe2 crystal did not @splay a
resistive superconducting transition above 1 'K.

The data for the Co alloys show appreciably morp
scatter than the data obtained on Fe alloys. The
magnitude of the anomaly is, however, so large
that the scatter is rather unimportant. It is inter-
esting to notice that after superconductivity almost
vanishes at x = 0. 06, it goes through a maximum
with a T, value approximately equal to that obtained
with nonmagnetic impurities (Al, Zn). One also no-
tices in Fig. 2 that while the concentration width af
the anomaly is very narrow for FeP1bSea, it is
quite wide for Co~Se~. As discussed by Ben-
nemann, ' such an anomaly occurs when the impuri-
ty spins are no longer free to rotate as a result of
ordering; this results in a reduction of spin-flip
scattering and thus in an increase in T,. The rapid
decrease of T, following the anomalous slow de-
crease and increase of T, arises from an interplay
of spin-orbit scattering and gliding of the Fermi
surface. One could therefore explain the different
width of the anomalies in Fe and Co alloys by as-
suming that spin-orbit scattering is stronger in
Co~Sea than in FePlbSe2, thus preventing Fermi-
surface gliding until much higher concentrations;
this would permit the reduction in spin-flip scat-
tering (which tends to increase T,) to take its full
effect in the Co alloys. One could, on the other
hand, assume that the intrinsic anomaly should be
quite sharp for both Fe and Co alloys and that the
broadening is introduced by the weak depairing of
Fe and. Co (which is weaker for Co) and by the non-
statistical distribution of impurities (which again
is worse for Co as shown by the greater scatter in
the dilute range). The nonstatistical distribution
of impurities would mean that certain impurity at-
oms are already ordered while others still allow
spin-flip scattering.

The data for the Ni alloys-fall between those for
Fe and Co alloys, but closer to the data for the Co
alloys. This is consistent with the fact that both
Co and Ni are expected to have a lower spin value
than Fe~ (the situation for Co will be discussed in
greater detail later on).

The data for Fe, Ni, and Co are shown in a nor-
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the reduced transition tem-
perature TJT,p (where T,o is the transition temperature
of pure NbSe2) on reduced number of impurity moles
(where xo is the critical number of impurity moles de-
fined in the text). The solid line represents the Abriko-
sov-Gor'kov theory (Ref. 12).

malized plot in Fig. 3. The dependence of the re-
duced transition temperature is plotted versus re-
duced concentration and the dashed curves are sim-
ply drawn through the experimental points. The
critical number of impurity moles (x, =0.0125 for
Fe, xo=0. 055 for Ni, and xa=0. 06 for Co) and the
solid curve are determined from'~

lnT, /T, =g(—}—g[—+0. 140T, (x/T, x )] (1)

by fitting the experimental results at low impurity
concentrations, where the impurity spins are free
to rotate. In relation (1), g is the digamma func-
tion, T, and T, o are, respectively, the transition
temperatures of the alloys M„NbSe~ and pure NbSe~,
and x is the number of impurity moles. Although
the Abrikosov-Gor'kov (AG) theory LEq. (1)] was
derived for a random distribution of noninteracting
spins, we are applying it here to a system where
the impurity distribution was described above as
nonrandom. It is felt, however, that the distribu-
tion is only nonrandom on an atomic scale (i.e. ,
on the scale of the layers) but can be considered as
approximately random on a microscopic or semi-
macroscopic scale (i. e. , when one considers sev-
eral layers together). The fact that the data for
Fe, Ni, and Co canbe reduced in the dilute range
to fit approximately the AG curve (Fig. 3) is a
justification of the previous assumption. The crit-
ical concentrations (ca=0. 41-at. % Fe, co = 1.6-at.%
Ni, and ca=2-at. %%uoCo)ar eof th esam eorde ras
those found in La, „Gd„(0.62 at. %)' and in
Laa „~n (2. 15 at. %). In terms of Bennemann's
theory, it is clear from Fig. 3 that spin-orbit
scattering is important in Fe, Ni, and Co a.lloys

as the first effect of ordering is a reduction in
spin-flip scattering which results in a deviation to-
wards higher reduced transition temperatures from
the Abrikosov-Gor'kov curve'a(solid line in Fig. 3).

Since the existence of a Co moment is implied in
this work by the existence of the anomaly in T, and
since earlier work suggested no moment, we mea-
sured the susceptibility of several CoPTbSea com-
pounds. 2H-NbSe, shows a large Pauli paramag-
netic susceptibility' that is temperature depen-
dent above 100 'K, but is temperature independent
below 100'K, except for a small impurity Curie
"tail" that is apparent at temperatures below
= 30 K. In order to obtain the Co moment in
Co~Se, we used only the data below 100'K, since
a temperature dependence in the susceptibility
above 100 'K could be ascribed not only to Co mo-
ment's but also to the large Pauli paramagnetism
of these compounds. Between 4. 2 and 100' K,
the susceptibility of the Co~Sea compounds was
well described by y= C/(T+8)+X~, where from C

we obtain the local moment on the Co (p,«) in the
usual way, ' and y~ represents the temperature-
independent part of the susceptibility. For the di-
lute alloys of Co (0&x&0.1) we found for x=0.03,
p, =0.40', , e=2'K; for x=0.05, p, ,ff 0 33'~,
8=0'K; for x=0. 09, p, ,«=0. 50'.~, 6=4'K. Non-
zero 8 values can arise either froni a Kondo inter-
action of the Co moments with conduction electrons
or from Co-Co interactions (or both), and thus in-
terpreting the above measured 0 values as a func-
tion of x is difficult. Any interpretation of these
results is further complicated by the fact that the
density of states in the conduction band of NbSea is
very high and has a peak close to the Fermi
level, " and it is not clear how the band struc-
ture or the Fermi level is affected by the addition
of Co.

In the aforementioned previous study, the sus-
ceptibility of Coo.»NbSe& was found to be tempera-
ture independent between 500 and 60 'K; a small
increase in the magnetization below 60 'K was at-
tributed to impurities. It turns out, however, that
the temperature-independent susceptibility was the
result of small clumps and clusters of ferromag-
netic Co' and of the large Pauli susceptibility. If,
however, one subtracts the temperature-indepen-
dent part of the susceptibility, the susceptibilitybe-
low 60 'K is approximately proportional to T "~ and
yields p, ,« = 0. 8p, & and a 8 value close to 0 K.
This result is in good agreement with the suscepti-
bility measurements on the dilute alloys used in the
present study. These results show that the local
moment increases slightly with increasing Co con-
centration, but increases discontinuously at the
superlattice concentration (p,„,=3.66ps at x
=0.33}.'' The small value of p,« for x&0.1is
consistent with the fact that the dT, /dc value for
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Co is only twice as large as that of nonmagnetic el-
ements (Al, Zn). In the Fe and Ni compounds, the
local moments are close to the expected free-ion
(spin-only) values. Ni has a much larger moment
than Co, but the effect upon T, is about the same
for both indicating that the conduction-electron-im-
purity spin coupling is much weaker in Ni than in
Co. Finally, Co with a localized magnetic moment
also removes the required valence state of quenched
Co~' which corresponds to an unlikely oxidation
state for the Co ion in chalcogenides. We may now

speculate on the valence state of Co: Unquenched
Co~' (S = 2) can be ruled out as this would imply that
Co is as magnetic as Fe 8; unquenched Coa' (S = —,')
is rather unlikely in view of the very small spin
value reported above. Finally, quenched Co~' (S = 0)
can be ruled out as Co has a localized moment,
which leaves us with the most probable valence
state of quenched Co~' (S = 2).

The authors would like to thank V. G. Lambrecht,
Jr. , J.V. Waszcak, and J. Bernardini for their
technical assistance.
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The effect of pressure on the effective phonon spectrum a'(m)F(co), the dimensionless electron-phonon

interaction strength X, and the average electron-phonon coupling function ( a' ) has been determined in

the superconducting alloys Pb„In, and Pb«In». Electron-tunneling measurements at pressures from 0 to
3600 bar provided the energy gap and tunneling density of states which served as input to McMillan's

gap inversion program which calculated a'(co)F(co), X, and &a'). Pressure production was via solid

helium which provided nearly hydrostatic pressures. The energy gap decreases and the phonon

frequencies increase with increasing pressure. The impurity band undergoes the smallest relative shift

with increasing pressure and the transverse peak exhibits the largest relative shift. a'(co)F(co) shifts

toward higher frequencies and decreases slightly in amplitude. The net result of all these effects is for a
shift of the electron-phonon interaction toward weaker coupling. The best indicators of this trend are

the observed decrease of X and ( a2 ) with increasing pressure. These values are

d ink/d P = —7.9 &; 10 ' bar ' and d ln ( a' ) Id P = —3.2 X 10 ' bar ' for Pb«ln». The values

for Pb»ln, are close to these. The pressure dependence of y, the electronic-specific-heat coefficient,
determined from the pressure dependence of the quanity Z„(0) = 1 + X, gives a value close to that of
Pb determined from thermal-expansion measurements and from recent theoretical considerations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of pressure on superconductivity for
bulk properties such as the transition temperature

T, and the critical magnetic field H, is well estab-
lished. ~ 4 The effect of pressure on such micro-
scopic properties as the strength of the electron-
phonon interaction and phonon spectrum is much


